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ABSTRACT
In this work, we present MetaShield, a multi-function configurable metasurface that is affixed to and surrounds an Access Point (AP). We design MetaShield with three core features: (i) it is composed of configurable meta-atoms with subwavelength-scale controllable electromagnetic (EM) response, (ii) it provides near-field coupling with fixed geometry between the metasurface and the AP’s antennas, and (iii) it is transmissive. With these features, we design two configurations for MetaShield to undertake two functions that can be realized simultaneously in different regions of the metasurface or sequentially as dictated by the AP’s protocol stack: Angle-Selective Signal Enhancement and Directional Interference Mitigation. Over-the-air experiments at 150 GHz demonstrate over 8 dB signal enhancement and 15 dB interference suppression, while supporting 20 GHz bandwidth on a single surface.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network components; • Hardware → Wireless devices; Networking hardware.

1 INTRODUCTION
Next generation wireless will utilize high-frequency bands in the mmWave and sub-THz region, unlocking unprecedented bandwidth availability. Moreover, the future wireless communication environment is envisioned to be optimized according to network objectives, leading to a “smart radio environment” [1, 2]. Many recent works follow this paradigm by proposing the deployment of metasurfaces, 2D structures with subwavelength-scale amplitude and phase control capabilities, in the environment to provide coverage [3, 4], enable localization [5], handle polarization mismatch [6], or even implement security threats [7]. On the other hand, communication environments can and do change, leading to environment-level readjustment of such systems to continue satisfying network objectives [4]. Furthermore, each of the mentioned systems provides a single functionality, thereby requiring separate implementations to realize multiple functionalities and requiring coordination among devices to avoid unintended interactions between different systems.

In this paper, we propose MetaShield, an AP-affixed and AP-controlled multi-function configurable metasurface that conforms to and surrounds the AP in its near field, i.e., MetaShield extends the AP structure. We target millimeter wave to sub-THz bands and provide subwavelength-scale amplitude and phase control capabilities to the AP by designing MetaShield to cover a transmissive, encompassing surface with reconfigurable meta-atoms. We design MetaShield to provide multiple functionalities to the AP over its different angular regions (concurrently), and/or at different time instances (sequentially). Furthermore, we design three meta-atom configurations that leverage the near-field, fixed location of MetaShield relative to the AP to provide the three following functionalities.

1 - Random Blocks Configuration for One Shot Angular Localization. We exploit the subwavelength-scale EM manipulation capability of MetaShield by randomly configuring its meta-atoms in a blockwise fashion to realize angle-specific spectral signatures to be observed by the AP. Thus, during directional link establishment or client or environmental mobility, the AP uses this configuration on MetaShield to angularly localize the client via pre-defined signatures in a “one-shot” manner, eliminating the need for a high-overhead sequential beam sweep. Due to space limits, the design and experimental analysis of this functionality is not included in this paper, and can be found in [8].

2- MetaShield-to-AP Focus Configuration for Angle-Selective Signal Enhancement. We leverage the affixed position of MetaShield in the near-field of the AP to design a meta-atom configuration that focuses incoming EM waves impinging on MetaShield onto the AP’s aperture to provide...
maximal signal power. Unlike prior metasurface-based focusing solutions that are typically implemented in the environment, MetaShield can provide the AP with an “acceptance window”, i.e., the AP can determine the specific angular region of MetaShield to focus the incident beam from based on the intended user location, minimizing interference leakage.

3- Single-Mode Resonance Configuration for Directional Interference Mitigation. We utilize the resonance nature of meta-atoms and design a configuration that directionally prohibits EM waves from passing through MetaShield by maximally absorbing EM energy at the desired resonance frequency band. By using this configuration concurrently with the Focuser Configuration over different regions of MetaShield, the AP can block signals coming from unintended sources and enhance the intended signal power at the same time, without implementing separate systems.

We fabricate each of these designed configurations both individually in a planar structure, as well as jointly in a cylindrical conforming structure (the analysis for angular localization and conformal structure can be found in [8]). We experimentally analyze MetaShield by performing over-the-air experiments with a Time-domain Spectroscopy (TDS) system over a wide sub-THz bandwidth and have the following exemplary findings: First, the Single-Mode Resonance Configuration realizes up to 15 dB signal suppression while supporting a 20 GHz bandwidth having over 9 dB suppression at a wide range of signal reception angles. Second, the Focuser Configuration achieves over 8 dB SNR gain at the 150 GHz center frequency, and demonstrates wideband focusing, showing its effectiveness for wideband sub-THz links.

The related work addressing MetaShield’s targeted functionalities in the mmWave to sub-THz bands can be categorized into the following fields:

Interference Management. Prior interference mitigation solutions include beamforming schemes, e.g. [9, 10], which require interferer localization, and are therefore ineffective against non-cooperating interferers. While [11, 12] provide methods that mitigate interference from non-cooperating users, they work in restricted environments, or against limited interference profiles. In contrast, MetaShield provides interference mitigation to the AP without any interferer location or environment-based knowledge, and is configured based on the intended user’s location only, which is an underlying protocol requirement for link establishment.

Focusing. Recent works have realized beam focusing metasurfaces [3, 13–19], where the metasurface is usually proposed to be integrated into the environment for signal enhancement. Unlike the listed works, MetaShield does not require distance estimation prior to focusing onto the AP’s aperture due to its AP-affixed architecture, which also provides the AP with Angle-Selective Focusing, i.e., the capability of selecting a focusing window, and blocking the signals received from the rest of the environment with Single-Mode Resonance Configuration.

Metasurface enhanced networks. Future networks promise the use of metasurfaces for high-resolution manipulation of wireless channels, e.g., [1–7, 12]. The common goal of these works is to manipulate the propagation environment by providing coverage, localization, polarization control etc. via implementing metasurfaces in the environment, i.e., on walls, windows or other structural elements [3–7, 12]. In contrast, we propose an AP-affixed metasurface, and provide multiple functionalities to an AP over a single surface with MetaShield. By doing so, we devise the first architecture to realize multiple concurrent and configurable functions, thereby eliminating the need to coordinate and control interactions among multiple single-function devices.

2 METASHIELD ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe the MetaShield architecture and two exemplary functions that can be realized via meta-atom configurations described in Section 3.

![Figure 1: MetaShield architecture.](image)

Transmissive and Conformal Structure. MetaShield is a transmissive metasurface that surrounds an AP to transform electromagnetic wavefronts as they pass through the surface, enclosing the AP on all transmitting and receiving sides as illustrated in Figure 1. For example, a ceiling-mounted AP provides downward coverage in all directions, and in this case, MetaShield surrounds the AP below it and to its sides, thereby enabling MetaShield to modulate signals arriving from all directions served by the AP.

Multi-Functional. The conformal structure not only provides full angular coverage, but also enables MetaShield to spatially distribute multiple functionalities to different regions over its surface, thus enabling concurrent functionality. In this paper, we design and implement two functionalities:

1. Directional signal enhancement via beam focusing with a lens-like phase modulation. Once the intended user is localized, traditional methods employ receive beam forming to enhance the signal at the receiver. In contrast, because MetaShield is in the near field of the AP and has a fixed and known geometry between MetaShield and the AP’s antennas, we design a MetaShield configuration that focuses the
incoming wave to the AP’s receive aperture. In particular, we impose a radial phase gradient on the meta-atoms that provides a focus function, analogous to a lens. Moreover, we spatially place this function on the metasurface such that it aligns with the determined location, thereby maximally enhancing signals only from the intended transmitter.

(2) Directional interference mitigation via resonance-enabled attenuation. Other than the direction of the currently transmitting client, all other directions are potential sources of interference. To block such interferers, we configure MetaShield’s meta-atoms to resonate in all directions other than that of the intended transmitter (which is focused). In particular, we configure meta-atoms to absorb the energy of incoming electromagnetic waves so that they cannot pass through the metasurface. This is realized via a single-mode resonance configuration of the meta-atoms that exhibits wide band power attenuation around the design frequency. Thus, even if the AP uses receive beam forming, MetaShield will protect it from receiving side lobe interference or interference outside of it’s (potentially large) receive beamwidth.

AP-Controlled Temporal and Spatial Reconfigurability. To simultaneously realize multiple functions to different regions around the AP, we design MetaShield to spatially distribute different configurations over the surface. Moreover, the spatial configuration can be changed over time as different users are served and different functions are required.

Finally, while we limit our study to MetaShield’s uplink receive capabilities in this paper, MetaShield can also be configured for downlink transmission, e.g., to realize beamforming from the AP to clients, or beamfocusing if the client is in the nearfield.

3 DESIGN AND REGIONAL CONFIGURATION OF METASHIELD

In this section, we first provide the background principles for metasurfaces and how they can enable a wide range of functionalities that manipulate the wireless communication environment through their adjustable EM response. Then, we introduce the meta-atom geometry we adopt in our work, the C-Shaped Split Ring Resonator, and its physical and electromagnetic properties. Finally, we describe the design process for each configuration of MetaShield, i.e., Focuser Configuration for Signal Enhancement and Single-Mode Resonance Configuration for Interference Mitigation.

3.1 Metasurfaces and C-shaped Resonators

Metasurfaces are two-dimensional structures that enable sub-wavelength manipulation of the incident EM wavefront and can realize anomalous EM material properties, i.e., properties that cannot be attained by materials found in nature, such as negative permittivity and permeability [20]. Metasurfaces typically consist of many subwavelength-scale resonators, commonly named as meta-atoms, placed on a substrate. A meta-atom exhibits individual amplitude and phase responses that can be adjusted by manipulating its geometry [21]. Consequently, the EM response of a metasurface is engineered through the individual amplitude and phase responses of its many meta-atoms, as well as their relative placement on the surface.

We use the C-shaped Split Ring Resonator (CSRR) as the meta-atom geometry to design and experimentally evaluate MetaShield (Figure 3). CSRRs have strong interaction with EM waves in millimeter wave to sub-THz spectrum and its geometry allows simultaneous control of amplitude and phase [22, 23]. Furthermore, the simplicity of the geometry enables ease of design, enabling programmable CMOS implementations, e.g., [24]. The amplitude, phase, and polarization

Figure 2: Control flow between the AP and MetaShield.

For example, during link establishment or if the client moves, MetaShield is configured to the localization configuration [8] to localize the client. This location information is then used by the AP to determine both the beamforming direction and the spatial distribution of focusing and blocking regions of MetaShield, along with other physical and MAC-layer requirements. For example, if the MAC layer control plane is associating a new client, MetaShield’s localization configuration can be invoked. Finally, the AP is coupled to and controls MetaShield according to the determined spatial distribution of the functions. Figure 2 illustrates the control structure between the AP and MetaShield.

Figure 3: Geometric parameters of a CSRR.
responses of a CSRR meta-atom is determined by its geometric parameters: \(a\) is the opening angle, \(\beta\) is the orientation angle, \(r\) is the outer radius, \(w\) is the ring width.

### 3.2 Single-Mode Resonance Configuration

In this section, we describe our design of the Single-Mode Resonance configuration that suppresses unintended signals for the required regions of MetaShield. Moreover, because the receiver is polarization sensitive, the objective is to attenuate interfering signals in the same polarization as the receiver. Thus, to maximally suppress interference at the intended polarization, we configure meta-atoms in the desired regions of the metasurface to maximally resonate, i.e., to absorb or reflect incoming EM waves rather than letting them pass through the metasurface to the AP. To realize this idea, we determine the geometric parameters of the meta-atom that yield minimum transmission rate at the center frequency 150 GHz. For a horizontally polarized (x-polarized) input wave, there are distinct resonances depending on whether \(\beta = 0^\circ\) or \(90^\circ\), which correspond to symmetric and anti-symmetric modes [22]. Consequently, we select the best attenuation performance over the parameters opening angle \(a\), radius \(r\), and for the two orientations. To do so, we conduct a finite-element-method parametric sweep of the parameters, i.e., for each parameter set, we use Maxwell’s Equations to numerically compute the output response of the meta-atoms to an input plane wave with horizontal polarization. We set the ring width \(w\) to be proportional to the outer radius with a ratio of 1 to 3.

Over the search space, one geometry with \(0^\circ\) and one with \(90^\circ\) orientation \((\beta)\) provide the lowest transmission rates, and are close in value to each other. We select the geometry with \(\beta = 0^\circ\), radius \(r = 400 \mu m\), and opening angle, \(\alpha = 60^\circ\) (figure describing simulation results can be found in [8]). For the horizontally polarized input wave, this geometry corresponds to a symmetric single mode resonance, which typically corresponds to a broader resonance bandwidth compared to \(\beta = 90^\circ\).

### 3.3 Focuser Configuration

Here, we describe the design process for the Focuser Configuration of MetaShield. We design a phase modulation that focuses the incident beam to the RX aperture and leverage the wide surface area of MetaShield in the near field of the AP at a known distance to enhance the reception of the intended signals.

In order to realize the same EM response as a focusing lens, a focusing metasurface must have a hyperboloidal phase distribution over its surface, which can be formulated as a function of the carrier frequency and the desired focal length via Fermat’s principle [16]:

\[
\Phi(\rho) - \Phi(0) = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \left( \sqrt{\rho^2 + f^2} - f \right)
\]

where \(\Phi(\rho)\) is the phase shift introduced at points located at distance \(\rho\) from the center of the metasurface, \(f\) is the focal length and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength. The focal length is determined by the separation length between MetaShield and the antennas of the AP it is affixed to, which is known pre-implementation, and we assign wavelength as 2 mm according to the carrier frequency 150 GHz. Note that required phase distribution for different carrier frequencies can easily be determined by modifying the wavelength in Equation (1) accordingly. Therefore, the AP can reconfigure MetaShield according to the current center frequency of different channels, as needed.

Since metasurfaces consist of discrete meta-atoms, we approximate Equation (1) by discretely sampling the function for the location of each meta-atom, and appropriately configure the meta-atom according to the corresponding value of function. An example realization is depicted in Figure 4a and 4b for a 60 mm focal length at 150 GHz. We realize this hyperboloidal phase distribution by selecting among one of eight meta-atom geometries with near-constant amplitude and a phase response that covers the entire \([0,2\pi]\) range. Note that the outgoing focused beam is generated in the cross-polarization with respect to the incident wave, as \([0,2\pi]\) phase control capability of CSRRs are shown in this regime [22]. Finally, we assign one of the eight geometries for every meta-atom over the surface according to the phase shift required at that meta-atom’s placement, given by the hyperboloidal phase distribution. The resulting meta-atom placement for the 60 mm focuser is shown in Figure 4b.

![Figure 4: Focuser Configuration Design](image)

(a) Phase profile: 60 mm \(f\) & 150 GHz (b) Meta-atom placement

### 4 IMPLEMENTATION AND OVER-THE-AIR EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we provide the performance analysis of MetaShield based on two different sets of experiments: Interference Mitigation and Signal Enhancement.
4.1 Fabrication of MetaShield

While MetaShield’s reconfigurable, transmissive and conformal architecture is ambitious, the key architectural components have been demonstrated: a “reconfigurable transmissive” (including the control feed network) metasurface with GHz-rate switching speed is demonstrated in [24], and a curved metasurface is realized in [25], where the curvature is reported to affect the EM response minimally. Moreover, high transmissive efficiency is possible with new materials, e.g., transmissive metasurfaces with high aspect-ratio silicon micropillars were demonstrated to have up to 92% efficiency in [26]. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, a metasurface architecture with all of the three features proposed for MetaShield has not been realized yet. Therefore, to experimentally analyze MetaShield and its individual configurations, we use multiple static metasurfaces and emulate the reconfigurable architecture.

For the fabrication of static metasurfaces, we adopted the hot-stamping technique [27]. This technique enables rapid and inexpensive production of metasurfaces functioning in the mmWave & THz range, enabling a faster and wider range of experimental analyses of different metasurface designs described in the previous section. The first step of metasurface fabrication via hot-stamping is to print the configuration, i.e. geometric layout of the designed meta-atoms, on a glossy paper with a toner-based office printer. Then, the paper is placed in between two sheets of plastic laminating pouch, with a layer of aluminum-based foil on top of the design. The pouch is laminated using an office laminator multiple times to yield a strong toner-aluminum bond resulted by the heat. Following the lamination, peeling off the top layer reveals the metallic resonators, in the geometry of the printed design, on top of the paper substrate. The flexibility of the paper substrate further enables the realization of the conformal structure of MetaShield by wrapping the substrate around a frame that surrounds the AP.

4.2 Interference Mitigation

Research Question. In this experiment, we evaluate the signal suppression performance of the Single-Mode Resonance configuration of MetaShield. As described in Section 2, this configuration is used to mitigate interference impinging on the AP from all unintended transmitters, e.g., clients in neighboring cells with side lobes. To evaluate the interference mitigation performance of this configuration, we first characterize the signal attenuation when the interferer is directly beamforming towards the AP and is aligned with the AP’s main lobe. Realistically, an AP does not intentionally beamform towards an interferer, however, this is the worst case scenario for an AP, therefore we characterize this case to explore the worst case performance of the Single-Mode Resonance configuration. Second, since a practical case is the AP receiving interference from the side angles while beamforming towards an intended user, we evaluate the performance of the configuration at a range of angles around the RX beamforming direction. In both cases, we analyze the signal attenuation at neighboring frequencies as well as the design frequency 150 GHz, since communication established in this frequency region is likely to utilize wide bandwidth, consequently requiring stable interference mitigation over the entire band.

Experimental Setup. We fabricate an 80x80 mm planar metasurface with our Single-Mode Resonance Configuration using the hot-stamping technique. To correct for the fabrication inaccuracies introduced by hot-stamping, we fabricate multiple metasurfaces consisting of similar meta-atom geometries to the design in Section 3, and use the configuration with lowest transmission at 150 GHz, which corresponds to 450 μm radius and 50° opening angle. For data collection, we construct the setup shown in Figure 5, in which a single TX-RX pair and a rotational stage is used to collect the transmitted signal over the angle of arrival range [-18°,18°]. For signal generation, the TX and the RX are placed 30 cm away from each other, and are connected to the TeraMetrix T-Ray 5000 TDS-THz system, which generates wide band terahertz pulses. While the spectroscopy method facilitates the analysis of MetaShield’s frequency response on a broad spectrum, the sub-microwatt transmitter limits the maximum experimental distance between the TX and RX. Nonetheless, wireless links established in the sub-THz region (210-240 GHz) extending to multi-kilometer distances have been shown in the literature [28]. Finally, we place the planar metasurface on the same rotation axis with the TX, normal to the direction of the wave vector, and collect the transmitted signal over the angle range. We repeat the process without the metasurface to determine the achieved attenuation.

Figure 5: Single-Mode Resonance Configuration Setup.

Results. RX-Aligned Interferer. Figure 6a shows the signal transmission of the Single-Mode Resonance design at 0°, with a 100 GHz frequency range on the x-axis and transmitted power in dB, normalized with respect to the received power without the metasurface, on the y-axis. Recall that the meta-atom geometry in the design was configured to yield minimum transmission at the target frequency of 150 GHz. In Figure 6a, we observe that transmission is minimized
(and hence attenuation is maximized) at 150 GHz with -13.2 dB. For comparison, the suppression caused by the paper substrate alone is within 0.9 to 1.3 dB at the same angle. This shows that the design, even with a low-resolution fabrication technique, is able to cause significant signal suppression. In addition to the center frequency, transmission is below -9 dB for a bandwidth of 20 GHz, due to the wideband resonance of CSRR meta-atoms. Combined with the -13.2 dB transmission at the center frequency, this result shows that RX-aligned interferers within the 20 GHz band centered at 150 GHz are significantly suppressed, demonstrating the effectiveness of the design in the worst case.

![Figure 6: Signal transmission of MetaShield. (negative transmission corresponds to attenuation)](image)

**Side Angle Interferers.** In practice, interferers will be angularly away from the receiver’s direction of maximum SNR. Thus, here we study the signal suppression at a range of angles of arrival to evaluate the wide-angle interference mitigation performance of MetaShield. In Figure 6b, the x-axis shows a 60 GHz frequency range around 150 GHz and the y-axis shows the angle of arrival range [-18°, 18°], and the color indicates the transmission in dB. Notice that at 150 GHz, the transmission is below -13 dB for all angles, with variations between -13 and -15 dB throughout the range. The variation within this 2 dB window can be explained by the noise power becoming more significant at side angles, where the difference between adjacent angles is noticeably higher. However, no performance degradation is observed at the side angles, with values close to the average -13.51 dB at the edges. Moreover, the transmission is below -9 dB for a 20 GHz band centered at 150 GHz throughout the angle range. Thus, the signals in the 140-160 GHz band from unintended directions are significantly suppressed, allowing the allocation of the band for intended transmission. Furthermore, the attenuation varies within a range of 0.8 dB at 140 GHz and 1.4 dB at 160 GHz, showing stable signal blocking performance at the edge frequencies, as well as the center frequency. Thus, Single-Mode Resonance design provides significant interference mitigation over a 20 GHz band for a broad angular range around the receiver, therefore safeguarding this band for a wide band intended link with low interference to be established at the desired angle.

**Findings.** By leveraging the symmetric mode resonance characteristics of the CSRR meta-atoms, the Single-Mode Resonance Configuration of MetaShield yields up to 15 dB suppression at the design frequency. Moreover, suppression can be realized over wide bandwidths with at least 9 dB suppression over 20 GHz. Lastly, suppression can be realized over wide angles that will subsequently protect the receiver from interferers in both its main and side lobes.

### 4.3 Signal Enhancement

#### Research Question.
In this experiment, we study the signal enhancement performance of the Focuser Configuration of MetaShield, which is designed to enhance the intended transmission link. First, to evaluate its maximum signal enhancement capability, we study the SNR gain at the design frequency and focal length, with a beamformer metasurface as the baseline. Following the maximum performance, we expand our observation to a range of MS-to-RX distances to evaluate the robustness of the focal-length-specific design to possible mismatches in implementation, i.e., the model-based design sensitivity. Finally, we study the focusing bandwidth of the design to analyze its applicability to wideband links. While the phase distribution over the surface determined by Equation (1) depends on the wavelength, a communication link at this frequency region is desired to utilize a wide bandwidth, requiring consistent signal enhancement.

**Experimental Setup.** First, following the design principle explained in Section 3.3, we fabricate two focuser metasurfaces with focal lengths 60 mm and 100 mm to operate at 150
GHz, with a size of 51x51 meta-atoms (40x40 mm). By evaluating the design at two different focal lengths, we explore the ability of MetaShield to be deployed around receivers with varying dimensions. Second, we design a beamformer metasurface as a baseline. Since in our setup, the TX, MS, and RX are all aligned on the axis of propagation, i.e., broadside communication is performed, and the TX beam is highly directive, the beamformer metasurface has a constant zero phase gradient throughout the surface. To achieve such a phase gradient, we designed a single meta-atom geometry that provides maximum amplitude transmission at 150 GHz, and placed the same geometry into all of the cells in the 51x51 array. Finally, we set the RX to be in the cross-polarization to the TX as explained in Section 3.3, and use an iris piece at the RX side to set the aperture diameter to 5 mm for accurate observation of the focal point. We then collect the transmitted signal at a range of distances by moving the RX over the focal axis, with the beamformer, the 60 mm focuser, and the 100 mm focuser placed in between the TX and the RX separately (Figure 7).

Figure 8: SNR Gain achieved by the focusers at 150 GHz.

Results. The SNR gain in the received signal achieved by the focuser design is shown in Figure 8. In this figure, the x-axis is the distance between the RX and metasurface, and the y-axis is the SNR gain in dB at 150 GHz, normalized with respect to the beamformer metasurface. The red and blue curves depict the enhancement achieved by the 60 mm and 100 mm focusers, respectively. A concave gain curve with a single peak can be observed clearly for both samples, with respective maximum enhancement values of 8.3 dB and 8.8 dB. Thus, both samples provide over 8 dB of SNR gain more than the beamformer at their respective focal length. Additionally, the maximum gain is observed at distances 52 mm and 100 mm respectively, corresponding to the empirical focal length values. Note that for the 60 mm focuser, the difference in gain between the theoretical and the empirical focal length is less than 0.1 dB. Furthermore, the maximum difference in the SNR gain between the theoretical focal length and an adjacent distance value is 0.8 dB and 0.54 dB for 60 mm focuser and 100 mm focuser, respectively. Compared to the maximum gain of 8.3 and 8.8 dB, these difference values show that the design is robust to small mismatches between the theoretical and empirical focal length at 150 GHz. Furthermore, such a mismatch can also be calibrated for by reconfiguring MetaShield in an online manner. In addition to providing significant enhancement at 150 GHz, the focusers exhibit a significantly wide band behavior with clear focal points over a 100 GHz range (the visualized results can be found in [8]). Furthermore, at 140 GHz and 160 GHz, the 60 mm focuser provides 8.4 and 7.4 dB gain at 60 mm, and the 100 mm focuser provides 9.8 and 7.6 dB gain, respectively. Thus, despite the focal length shift in adjacent frequencies as governed by Equation (1), the focuser design still provides over 7 dB gain at the designed focal length for a 20 GHz bandwidth. Therefore, we can conclude that the focusing configuration of MetaShield enables signal enhancement applications for a 20 GHz wide band communication link.

Findings. We adopted a near-field focuser design, enabled by the AP-coupled architecture of MetaShield, which demonstrated a clear enhancement of up to 8.8 dB in the SNR gain compared to the beamformer at the designed focal length and frequency. The small mismatch between the theoretical and experimental focal length for the 60 mm focuser is possibly a result of shrinkage during fabrication. As put forward by Equation (1), the phase distribution over a certain surface area determines the focal length, therefore any shrinkage in the surface area causes a sharper phase profile, resulting in a shorter empirical focal length. Despite the mismatch, the focuser still provided 8.2 dB gain at the theoretical focal length for 150 GHz. This can be attributed to the fact that the theoretical focal length for 150 GHz is the empirical focal length for a slightly higher frequency, and the CSRR meta-atoms have a wide band resonance behavior, which we previously showed in Figure 6a. In addition to the robustness to focal distance, the wide band resonance of the CSRR translates into a wide band focusing behavior, with focal points over a 100 GHz range and over 7 dB gain at a single focal point for a 20 GHz band around the design frequency.

5 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this work, we proposed MetaShield, a multi-function metasurface affixed to and surrounding an AP, and is controlled by the AP to provide subwavelength scale amplitude and phase manipulation. We realized two functionalities over MetaShield by designing two meta-atom configurations: Single-Mode Resonance Configuration for Directional Interference Mitigation, and Focuser Configuration for Angle-Selective Signal Enhancement. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the designed configurations, as well as the viability of providing different
functionalities concurrently over a single surface. Reconfigurable architecture of MetaShield is essential for its integration into wireless networks, therefore we envision to realize reconfigurable fabrication in the future. While we explored its uplink capabilities in this work, MetaShield’s functionalities can also be applied to downlink communication with further optimization, e.g. integrating distance estimation for downlink beam focusing onto users in the environment.
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